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Abstract
We introduce a new approach for the study of two-dimensional symbols,F∗ ×F∗ ×F∗ → G,
whereF is a discrete valuation ﬁeld and G is a commutative group. From central extensions of groups
we obtain a three-cocycle {·, ·, ·}vF,vK and the symbol is a differentiated element of the cohomology
class [{·, ·, ·}vF,vK ] ∈ H 3(F∗,G). Our construction generalizes well-known two-dimensional sym-
bols, such as the Parshin symbol on a surface, and we offer a proof and a conjecture for reciprocity
laws on curves related to these symbols.
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1. Introduction
The aim of this work is to contribute to a better understanding of two-dimensional Stein-
berg symbols. Given a ﬁeld F and a commutative group G, a two-dimensional
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Steinberg symbol is a map :F∗ ×F∗ ×F∗ → G such that:
•  is multiplicative in each argument:
(f1 · f2, g, h) = (f1, g, h) · (f2, g, h),
(f, g1 · g2, h) = (f, g1, h) · (f, g2, h),
(f, g, h1 · h2) = (f, g, h1) · (f, g, h2)
for all fi, gi, hi ∈F∗.
• (f, 1 − f, g) = (f, g, 1 − f ) = (g, f, 1 − f ) = 1 for all f = 1.
Parshin [11], and Brylinsky and McLaughlin [2] have studied these symbols on surfaces
and have offered reciprocity laws for them. Explicitly, in 1985 Parshin introduced a symbol
associated with a sequence p ∈ C ⊂ S, where C is a curve on an algebraic surface S, and
p is a closed point of C. If f, g and h are three functions on S, the expression of the symbol
is 〈f, g, h〉(p,C) =
(−1)(p,C)
(
f vC(g)·vp(h)−vC(h)·vp(g)
gvC(f )·vp(h)−vC(h)·vp(f )
· hvC(f )·vp(g)−vC(g)·vp(f )
)
|C
(p),
where
(p,C) = vC(f ) · vC(g) · vp(h) + vC(f ) · vC(h) · vp(g) + vC(g) · vC(h) · vp(f )
+ vC(f ) ·vp(g) ·vp(h)+vC(g) · vp(f ) · vp(h)+vC(h) · vp(f ) · vp(g),
vC being the discrete valuation induced by C (a codimension one subvariety of S), and vp
being a discrete valuation induced by the closed point p and a function z on S, such that
vC(z) = 1.
We point out that this explicit expression is not completely due to Parshin: i.e., the higher-
dimensional tame symbol was deﬁned by Parshin up to the sign, and the full deﬁnition,
including the sign, was given by Fesenko in his thesis in 1986 and published in 1988 [4]
(for the English translation, see [5]).
This symbol is independent of the choice of z, and it satisﬁes the reciprocity laws:
(1) ∏p〈f, g, h〉(p,C) = 1,
(2) ∏C〈f, g, h〉(p,C) = 1,
where C is a complete, irreducible and non-singular curve in (1), and the second reciprocity
law is the product over all irreducible curves containing a ﬁxed point p ∈ S. Moreover,
in 1996 Brylinski and McLaughlin [2] interpreted the expression of this symbol as the
holonomy of a gerbe around a torus and provided a new proof of the above reciprocity
laws. Recently, the author [10] offered a new interpretation of that symbol as iterated tame
symbols in order to deduce its ﬁrst reciprocity law from the ﬁniteness of the cohomology
groups H 0(C,OC) and H 1(C,OC). Here we offer a deﬁnition of Steinberg symbols on
discrete valuation ﬁelds that generalizes the Parshin symbol on a surface. From “tame
central extensions” associated with two discrete valuation ﬁelds, F andK (related with
each other), we obtain a 3-cocycle {·, ·, ·}vF,vK that coincides, except for the sign, with
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the expected expression of the symbol. The main result of this work (Theorem 2.15 and
Corollary 2.16) shows that the symbol offered is a differentiated element of the cohomology
class [{·, ·, ·}vF,vK ] ∈ H 3(F∗,G). Indeed, this symbol is the only Steinberg symbol in the
cohomology class that satisﬁes a usual property in the theory of arithmetical symbols.
Several examples of geometric two-dimensional Steinberg symbols are provided, and we
prove, with the same method as Tate’s proof of the Residue Theorem [13], a reciprocity law
that generalizes the ﬁrst Parshin reciprocity law. Finally, we formulate a conjecture in order
to generalize the second Parshin reciprocity law.
2. 3-Cocyles and symbols
2.1. Central extensions and 3-cocycles
Given a central extension of groups
1 →  −→ H˜ −→ H → 1,
if h1 and h2 are two commuting elements of H, and h˜1, h˜2 ∈ H˜ are elements such that
(h˜1) = h1 and (h˜2) = h2, then one has a commutator pairing:
{h1, h2}H˜ = h˜1 · h˜2 · h˜1−1 · h˜2−1 ∈ .
Let us now consider three commutative groups H,  and G.
If we have two central extensions of groups,
1 →  → H˜ → H → 1, (2.1)
1 → G → ˜ →  → 1, (2.2)
by ﬁxing a morphism of groups :H → Z and an element z ∈ H we can deﬁne the map
{·, ·, ·},z
H˜ ,˜
:H × H × H −→ G
by the way:
{fi0 , fi1 , fi2},zH˜ ,˜ =
∏
j∈Z/3
[{{fij , z}H˜ , {fij+1 , z}H˜ }˜](fij+2 ),
where {·, ·}H˜ is the commutator of the central extension (2.1); where {·, ·}˜ is the commu-
tator of the central extension (2.2), and where [. . . ](f ) means a power with exponent (f ),
which makes sense because (f ) is an integer number.
Bearing in mind that the commutator of a central extension is a bimultiplicative map, one
has that {·, ·, ·},z
H˜ ,˜
is multiplicative in each argument:
{f1 · f2, g, h},z
H˜ ,˜
= {f1, g, h},z
H˜ ,˜
{f2, g, h},z
H˜ ,˜
,
{f, g1 · g2, h},z
H˜ ,˜
= {f, g1, h},z
H˜ ,˜
{f, g2, h},z
H˜ ,˜
,
{f, g, h1 · h2},z
H˜ ,˜
= {f, g, h1},z
H˜ ,˜
{f, g, h2},z
H˜ ,˜
,
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with fi, gi, hi ∈ H . Moreover, since the commutator of a central extension is skew-
symmetric, the map {·, ·, ·},z
H˜ ,˜
satisﬁes the property
{f, f, g},z
H˜ ,˜
= {f, g, f },z
H˜ ,˜
= {g, f, f },z
H˜ ,˜
= 1
for all f, g ∈ H . Furthermore, from the deﬁnition of {·, ·, ·},z
H˜ ,˜
, one also has that
{f(1), f(2), f(3)},z
H˜ ,˜
= [{f1, f2, f3},z
H˜ ,˜
]sign 
for any permutation .
Lemma 2.1. The map {·, ·, ·},z
H˜ ,˜
is a 3-cocycle.
Proof. It is clear that
{g, h, t},z
H˜ ,˜
· {f, g · h, t},z
H˜ ,˜
· {f, g, h},z
H˜ ,˜
= {f · g, h, t},z
H˜ ,˜
· {f, g, h · t},z
H˜ ,˜
which is the deﬁnition of a 3-cocycle [3]. 
2.2. 3-Cocycles on discrete valuation ﬁelds
LetF be a discrete valuation ﬁeld and letK(vF) be its residue class ﬁeld. The valuation
ring associated with vF is denoted by OvF , andmvF is its maximal ideal. Let us consider a
ﬁeldK, such thatK(vF) is a ﬁnite separable extension ofK, deg(vF)= dimKK(vF),
and NK(vF)/K is the norm of the extension of ﬁeldsK ↪→K(vF).
Deﬁnition 2.2. We shall use the term “tame central extension” to refer to a central extension
of groups
1 →K∗ → F˜∗ →F∗ → 1,
such that its commutator is
{f, g}
F˜
∗ = NK(vF)/K
[
f vF(g)
gvF(f )
(modmvF)
]
∈K∗ for f, g ∈F∗.
Remark 2.3. Let C be an irreducible and non-singular curve over a perfect ﬁeld k and let
x ∈ C be a closed point on it that deﬁnes a discrete valuation vx on C (the function ﬁeld of
C). We use k(x) to denote the residue class ﬁeld of x, which is a ﬁnite separable extension
of k, with deg(x) = dimk k(x). Let us consider Oˆx = Ax (the completion of the local ring
Ox) and (Oˆx)0 = Kx (the ﬁeld of fractions of Oˆx , which coincides with the completion of
C with respect to the valuation ring Ox). By using commensurable subspaces, it follows
from the results of [8] that there exists a central extension of groups
1 → k∗ → ˜∗C → ∗C → 1,
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whose commutator is
{f, g}KxAx = Nk(x)/k
(
f vx(g)
gvx(f )
(x)
)
∈ k∗.
Thus, this exact sequence of groups is a tame central extension, and we should note that it
was deﬁned byArbarello et al. [1] for an algebraically closed ground ﬁeld. In this case, the
commutator {f, g}KxAx coincides, except for the sign, with the tame symbol
(·, ·)vx :∗C × ∗C → k(x)∗,
deﬁned by Milnor [7]. Moreover, we recall that the main results of the theory of commen-
surable inﬁnite subspaces are related to the integer number
indKxAx (f ) = dimk(Ax/Ax ∩ fAx) − dimk(fAx/Ax ∩ fAx) = deg(x)vx(f ),
where f ∈ ∗C , and Ax, fAx are subspaces of Kx .
Proposition 2.4. LetF be an arbitrary ﬁeld with a discrete valuation vF, whose residue
class ﬁeld isK(vF). For each ﬁeldK such thatK(vF) is a ﬁnite separable extension of
K there exists a tame central extension associated with (F, vF,K).
Proof. This follows from the statements in [10] that there exists a central extension of
groups
1 →K(vF)∗ → F˜∗v →F∗ → 1 (2.3)
such that its commutator is
{f, g}
F˜
∗
v
= {f, g}OvFmvF =
f vF(g)
gvF(f )
(modmvF) ∈K(vF)∗ for f, g ∈F∗.
Hence, from 2.3 the morphism of groups NK(vF)/K:K(vF)
∗ →K∗ determines a tame
central extension
1 →K∗ → F˜∗ →F∗ → 1,
because its commutator is
{f, g}
F˜
∗ = {f, g}OvFmvF ,NK(vF)/K = NK(vF)/K
[
f vF(g)
gvF(f )
(modmvF)
]
∈K∗
for all f, g ∈F∗. 
If we now consider two tame central extensions of groups,
1 →K∗ → F˜∗ →F∗ → 1, (2.4)
1 → k∗ → K˜∗ →K∗ → 1, (2.5)
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ﬁxing an element z ∈F∗ such that vF(z) = 1, and the group morphism
−indKK(vF):F∗ −→ Z
f 	−→ − vF(f ) · deg(vF)′
by using the method of the previous section, we obtain an induced 3-cocycle
{·, ·, ·}−ind
K
K(vF)
,z
F˜
∗
,K˜
∗ :F∗ ×F∗ ×F∗ −→ k∗.
To simplify, we denote this 3-cocycle by {·, ·, ·}zvF,vK . Moreover, if f ∈F∗, we write
f (vF, vK) = Nk(vK)/k[NK(vF)/K(f (modmvF))(modmvK)] ∈ k∗,
which is a well-deﬁned map when vF(f ) = 0 and
vK[NK(vF)/K(f (modmvF))] = 0.
Proposition 2.5. If f, g, h ∈F∗, and vzK(f ) = vK({f, z}F˜∗), the value of the 3-cocycle{f, g, h}zvF,vK is(
f [vF(g)·v
z
K(h)−vF(h)·vzK(g)]
g[vF(f )·v
z
K(h)−vF(h)·vzK(f )]
· h[vF(f )·vzK(g)−vF(g)·vzK(f )]
)
deg(vF)(vF, vK) ∈ k∗.
Proof. Since {f, z}
F˜
∗ = NK(vF)/K[ fzvF(f ) (modmvF)], one has that
{{f, z}
F˜
∗ , {g, z}
F˜
∗}
K˜
∗
= Nk(vK)/k
⎛⎜⎝NK(vF)/K
[
f
zvF(f )
(modmvF)
]vzK(g)
NK(vF)/K
[
g
zvF(g)
(modmvF)
]vzK(f ) (modmvK)
⎞⎟⎠
=
(
f v
z
K(g)
gv
z
K(f )
· zvF(g)·vzK(f )−vF(f )·vzK(g)
)
(vF, vK),
which is a well-deﬁned element of k∗. Bearing in mind the deﬁnition of the 3-cocycle
{·, ·, ·}zvF,vK , a computation shows that the statement holds. 
Note that vzK is a discrete valuation ﬁeld onF whenK(vF) =K.
Corollary 2.6. The 3-cocycle {·, ·, ·}zvF,vK is independent of the choice of z.
Proof. If we replace z with another z′ ∈ F∗ such that vF(z′) = 1, we have induced a
transformation vzK 	−→ vz
′
K + 	vF, for some integer 	. Thus, bearing in mind the explicit
expression computed in the previous Proposition, one has that {·, ·, ·}zvF,vK is invariant
under transformations vzK 	−→ vz
′
K + 	vF, and hence it is independent of the choice
of z. 
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Lemma 2.7. Fixing an element g ∈F∗, let us consider the morphism of groups
v
g
K:F
∗ → Z
f 	→ vK({f, g}F˜∗).
One has that:
(1) vgK(f ) = vF(g) · vzK(f ) − vF(f ) · vzK(g) for all f, g ∈F∗.
(2) If f, h ∈F∗ and f · h−1 ≡ −1 (modmvF), then vgK(f ) = vgK(h) for each g ∈F∗.
Proof. If z ∈ F∗ with vF(z) = 1, and f, g ∈ F∗, the ﬁrst part of the statement can be
deduced from the computation:
v
g
K(f ) = vK
(
NK(vF)/K
(
f vF(g)
gvF(f )
(modmvF)
))
= vK
(
NK(vF)/K
(
f
zvF(f )
(modmvF)
)vF(g))
− vK
(
NK(vF)/K
(
g
zvF(g)
(modmvF)
)vF(f ))
= vF(g) · vzK(f ) − vF(f ) · vzK(g).
Moreover, if f, h ∈ F∗ and f · h−1 ≡ −1 (modmvF), then vgK(f · h−1) = 0, and thus
v
g
K(f ) = vgK(h) for all g ∈F∗. 
Remark 2.8. It follows from Lemma 2.7 that another explicit expression of the 3-cocycle
{·, ·, ·}zvF,vK is
{f, g, h}zvF,vK = (f vK({h,g}F˜∗ ) · gvK({f,h}F˜∗ ) · hvK({g,f }F˜∗ ))deg(vF)(vF, vK)
= (f vgK(h) · gvhK(f ) · hvfK(g))deg(vF)(vF, vK) ∈ k∗,
which is clearly independent of the choice of z.
Remark 2.9. With the hypothesis of Proposition 2.5, for each morphism of commutative
groups : k∗ → G, the tame central extension of groups associated with (K, vK, k)
determines another central extension
1 → G → K˜∗ →K∗ → 1 (2.6)
such that the 3-cocycle, induced by the tame central extension associated with (F, vF,K)
and the central extension 2.6, is
{f, g, h}zvF,vK, = ({f, g, h}zvF,vK),
which is an element of G and is also independent of the choice of z.
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2.3. Steinberg symbols
This subsection is devoted to constructing symbols from the 3-cocycles {·, ·, ·}zvF,vK and{·, ·, ·}zvF,vK, referred to previously. With the above notations, let us now consider a map
:F∗ ×F∗ ×F∗ → G.
We say that  satisﬁes the Steinberg relations when:
(1)  is multiplicative in each argument:
(f1 · f2, g, h) = (f1, g, h) · (f2, g, h),
(f, g1 · g2, h) = (f, g1, h) · (f, g2, h),
(f, g, h1 · h2) = (f, g, h1) · (f, g, h2)
for all fi, gi, hi ∈F∗.
(2) (f, 1 − f, g) = (f, g, 1 − f ) = (g, f, 1 − f ) = 1 for all f = 1.
Deﬁnition 2.10. A map :F∗ ×F∗ ×F∗ → G is called a “Steinberg symbol” when it
satisﬁes the Steinberg relations.
Remark 2.11. It follows from its deﬁnition that a Steinberg symbol also satisﬁes the rela-
tions:
• (f(1), f(2), f(3)) = (f1, f2, f3)sign  for any permutation .
• (f, g, g) = (f, g,−1) and (f, g,−g) = 1.
The 3-cocycle {·, ·, ·}zvF,vK satisﬁes the ﬁrst property of the list of Steinberg relations.
However, {·, ·, ·}zvF,vK is not a Steinberg symbol because it follows from Proposition 2.5
that:
{f, g,−g}zvF,vK = (−1)deg(vF) deg(vK)[vF(f )v
z
K(g)+vF(g)vzK(f )]
.
We shall now give a cohomological deﬁnition of a Steinberg symbol from the 3-cocycle
{·, ·, ·}zvF,vK . According to the deﬁnition of the 3rd-cohomology group, H 3(F∗, k∗) =
Z3(F∗, k∗)/B3(F∗, k∗) ([3, p. 53]), one has that {·, ·, ·}zvF,vK determines a cohomology
class
[{·, ·, ·}zvF,vK ] ∈ H 3(F∗, k∗).
Moreover, this symbol is independent of the choice of z. We should recall that c¯ ∈ Z3
(F∗, k∗) is a 3-coboundary—i.e., c¯ ∈ B3(F∗, k∗)—if there exists a function on two
variables  onF∗ to k∗ such that
c¯(x, y, z) = (
)(x, y, z) = (y, z)(x · y, z)−1(x, y · z)(x, y)−1
for all x, y, z ∈F∗.
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Lemma 2.12. There exists a unique 3-cocycle (·, ·, ·)zvF,vK in the cohomology class
[{·, ·, ·}zvF,vK ] ∈ H 3(F∗, k∗) satisfying the conditions:
(1) (·, ·, ·)zvF,vK is multiplicative in each argument.
(2) (f(1), f(2), f(3))zvF,vK = [(f1, f2, f3)zvF,vK ]sign  for any  ∈ S3.(3) (f, g,−g)zvF,vK = 1 for all f, g ∈F∗.(4) (f, g, h)zvF,vK = {f, g, h}zvF,vK ifvF(f ) = vzK(f ) = 0.
Proof. Since (·, ·, ·)zvF,vK ∈ [{·, ·, ·}zvF,vK ], one has that
(f, g, h)zvF,vK = c(f, g, h) · {f, g, h}zvF,vK ,
c being a 3-coboundary. It follows from the properties of {·, ·, ·}zvF,vK and the above
hypothesis that c is multiplicative in each argument and that
c(f(1), f(2), f(3)) = c(f1, f2, f3)sign 
for any permutation . Let us now consider the morphism of groups:
vF × vzK:F∗ −→ Z × Z.
Bearing in mind that c(f, g, h)= 1when vF(f )= vzK(f )= 0, and that the same property
holds when vF(g) = vzK(g) = 0 and when vF(h) = vzK(h) = 0, one has a commutative
diagram of morphisms of groups:
where c˜ is a 3-coboundary satisfying the properties:
• c˜(x1 + x2, y, h) = c˜(x1, y, h) · c˜(x2, y, h);
• c˜(x, y1 + y2, h) = c˜(x, y1, h) · c˜(x, y2, h);
• c˜(x, y, h1 + h2) = c˜(x, y, h1) · c˜(x, y, h2);
• c˜(x(1), x(2), x(3)) = c˜(x1, y2, z3)sign  for any permutation 
for all xi, yj , hk ∈ Z×Z. To simplify, we put a=deg(vF) ·deg(vK). Moreover, it follows
from the expression
{f, g,−g}zvF,vK = (−1)a[vF(f )v
z
K(g)+vF(g)vzK(f )]
that c˜(x, y, y) = (−1)a[x1y2+y1x2] for each x = (x1, x2), y = (y1, y2) ∈ Z × Z. Thus,
c˜(x, (1, 0), (1, 0)) = (−1)a·x2 ,
c˜(x, (0, 1), (0, 1)) = (−1)a·x1
for all x = (x1, x2) ∈ Z × Z. Furthermore, c˜(x, (1, 1), (1, 1)) = (−1)a(x1+x2), and hence
c˜(x, (0, 1), (1, 0)) = c˜(x, (1, 0), (0, 1))−1.
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One also has that
c˜(x, (1, 0), (1, 0)) = (−1)a·x2 = c˜((1, 0), (1, 0), x1(1, 0) + x2(0, 1))
= c˜((1, 0), (1, 0), (0, 1))x2 for all x ∈ Z × Z.
Therefore, c˜((1, 0), (1, 0), (0, 1))=(−1)a .Moreover, carrying out a similar computation for
c˜(x, (0, 1), (0, 1)), one sees that c˜((0, 1), (0, 1), (1, 0))=(−1)a . Hence, c˜(x, (1, 0), (0, 1))
= c˜(x, (0, 1), (1, 0)) = (−1)a(x1+x2), and the only c˜ ∈ Z3(Z × Z, k∗) that satisﬁes the
required properties is
c˜(x, y, z) = (−1)a(x1y1z2+x1y2z1+x1y2z2+x2y1z1+x2y1z2+x1y2z1).
This 3-cocycle is a 3-coboundary because c˜ = 
(),  being the function on two variables
on Z × Z to k∗ deﬁned by
(x, y) = (−1)a (x2+y1)(x2y1+2x1y2)2 for each x = (x1, x2), y = (y1, y2) ∈ Z × Z.
Thus, the only 3-cocycle in the cohomology class
[{·, ·, ·}zvF,vK ] ∈ H 3(F∗, k∗)
satisfying the conditions of the lemma is
(f, g, h)zvF,vK = c(f, g, h) · {f, g, h}zvF,vK
for all f, g, h ∈F∗, c being the 3-coboundary c(f, g, h) = (−1)vF,vK (f,g,h) with
vF,vK(f, g, h) = deg(vF) deg(vK)[vF(f )vF(g)vzK(h) + vF(f )vzK(g)vF(h)
+ vF(f )vzK(g)vzK(h) + vzK(f )vF(g)vF(h)
+ vzK(f )vF(g)vzK(h) + vzK(f )vzK(g)vF(h)].
Since the expression of c is invariant under transformations
vzK 	−→ vz
′
K + 	vF,
the deﬁned 3-cocycle is independent of the choice of z. 
Proposition 2.13. IfK(vF)=K, one has that (f, 1− f, g)zvF,vK = 1 for all f, g ∈F∗,
with f = 1.
Proof. Let us consider two elements f, g ∈F∗, with f = 1. Bearing in mind that
{f, 1 − f }
F˜
∗ = (−1)vF(f )·vF(1−f ) ∈K∗,
one has that vK({f, 1 − f }F˜∗) = vF(1 − f ) · vzK(f ) − vF(f ) · vzK(1 − f ) = 0, and
it follows from the above lemma and the explicit expression of the 3-cocycle {·, ·, ·}zvF,vK
referred to in Remark 2.8 that
(f, 1 − f, g)zvF,vK = (−1)vF,vK (f,1−f,g) ·
f v
g
K(1−f )
(1 − f )vgK(f )
(vF, vK) ∈ k∗,
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vF,vK(f, 1 − f, g) being the integer number
deg(vK)[vF(g)vzK(f )vzK(1 − f ) + vzK(g)vF(f )vF(1 − f )].
As in the proof of Milnor [7] related to the tame symbol, the proof of this proposition will
be divided into several cases. If vF(f )< 0, then f −1 ∈ mvF , and hence
1 − f
f
= −1 + f −1 ≡ −1(modmvF).
Therefore, vF(f )= vF(1 − f ). It follows from Lemma 2.7 that vgK(f )= vgK(1 − f ) for
all g ∈F∗, and one has that
{f, 1 − f, g}zvF,vK = (−1)deg(vK)v
g
K(f )
= (−1)deg(vK)[vzK(g)vF(f )+vF(g)vzK(f )].
Thus, (f, 1 − f, g)zvF,vK = 1 in this case.
Let us now assume that vF(f )> 0. Then 1 − f ≡ 1 (modmvF), vF(1 − f ) = 0, and
v
g
K(1 − f ) = 0 for all g ∈F∗. Hence,
(f, 1 − f, g)zvF,vK =
f v
g
K(1−f )
(1 − f )vgK(f )
(vF, vK) = 1,
with the assumptions made. Moreover, the case vF(1 − f )> 0 is similar.
Finally, when vF(f ) = vF(1 − f ) = 0, the explicit expression of the symbol is
(f, 1 − f, g)zvF,vK = (−1)deg(vK)vF(g)v
z
K(f )v
z
K(1−f ) · {f, 1 − f, g}zvF,vK ,
with
{f, 1 − f, g}zvF,vK =
[
f v
z
K(1−f )
(1 − f )vzK(f ) (vF, vK)
]vF(g)
= Nk(vK)/k
⎛⎝⎡⎣ {f, z}vK(1−{f,z}F˜∗ )F˜∗
(1 − {f, z}
F˜
∗)vK({f,z}F˜∗ )
⎤⎦ (modmvK)
⎞⎠vF(g)
= Nk(vK)/k
([
(−1)vzK(f )vzK(1−f )
])vF(g)
= (−1)deg(vK)vF(g)vzK(f )vzK(1−f ).
Accordingly, one also sees that (f, 1 − f, g)zvF,vK = 1 in this latter case, and the claim is
proved. 
Remark 2.14. When F is a two-dimensional local ﬁeld, one can directly prove that the
3-cocycle (·, ·, ·)zvF,vK coincides with the two-dimensional tame symbol [4], which will
therefore imply its Steinberg property.
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Theorem 2.15. Let us assume thatK(vF)=K.Then, (·, ·, ·)zvF,vK is the unique Steinberg
symbol in the cohomology class [{·, ·, ·}zvF,vK ] ∈ H 3(F∗, k∗) satisfying the condition:
(f, g, h)zvF,vK = {f, g, h}zvF,vK if vF(f ) = vzK(f ) = 0.
Proof. The statement follows immediately from the results proved in Lemma 2.12 and
Proposition 2.13. 
Corollary 2.16. With the notations of Remark 2.9, ifK(vF)=K, one has that there exists
a unique Steinberg symbol (·, ·, ·)zvF,vK, in the cohomology class
[{·, ·, ·}zvF,vK,] ∈ H 3(F∗,G)
satisfying the condition
(f, g, h)zvF,vK, = {f, g, h}zvF,vK, if vF(f ) = vzK(f ) = 0.
Proof. A direct consequence of the previous theorem and the deﬁnition of the 3-cocycle
{·, ·, ·}zvF,vK, is that
(f, g, h)zvF,vK, = c(f, g, h) · {f, g, h}zvF,vK, for all f, g, h ∈F∗,
where c(f, g, h) = (h−1)vF,vK (f,g,h), with h−1 = (−1). 
Remark 2.17. According to [12], if A is an additive commutative group, Fp is the p-adic
number ﬁeld and U1 : =1+p, a symbol c:F ∗p ×F ∗p → A is called “tame” if c(U1, F ∗p )=0.
With the notations of the previous corollary, the condition
(f, g, h)zvF,vK, = {f, g, h}zvF,vK, if vF(f ) = vzK(f ) = 0
implies that (UvF1 ∩ U
vzK
1 ,F
∗,F∗)zvF,vK, = 1, with UvF1 : =1 +mvF and U
vzK
1 : =1 +
mvzK
. Thus, the required condition is not strange in the theory of symbols and (·, ·, ·)zvF,vK,
is somehow a “two-dimensional tame symbol”.
Let B be a system of representatives of K(vF) in OvF , where OvF is the valuation
ring associated with the discrete valuation vF; mvF is the unique maximal ideal, and
K(vF) = OvF/mvF is the residue class ﬁeld. Let us assume that 0 ∈ B. If t ∈ OvF is a
parameter such thatmvF = (t), and OˆvF is themvF -adic completion of OvF , each element
aˆ of OˆvF can be written in the form
aˆ =
∑
i0
bit
iwith bi ∈ B.
In general B is not a subring ofOvF , and the multiplication of two elements of B is a element
of OˆvF that must be expanded in a power series of t. Moreover, if f ∈ (OˆvF)∗0 then one has
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that
f = tb0
⎛⎝1 +∑
i1
bit
i
⎞⎠ ,
with bi ∈ B,  ∈ Z and b0 = 0. Thus, with the above notations, one has that
U
vF
1 = {f ∈ (OˆvF)∗0 such that f = 1 +
∑
i1
bit
i}.
It is clear that UvF1 is a multiplicative group, and that U
vF
1 ∩F∗ is an open subset of
F∗ with the structure of the topological group induced by the valuation vF. Therefore,
if we consider F∗ as a topological group with the vF-topology and we consider G as a
topological group with the discrete topology, the symbol
(·, ·, ·)zvF,vK,:F∗ ×F∗ ×F∗ → G
is a continuous map because
[(·, ·, ·)zvF,vK,]−1(g)
=
⋃
	,,
∈B; ,,∈Z
[(−1)s(,,,	,,
)r(,,,	,,
)]=g
[(	 · t · UvF1 ×  · t · UvF1 × 
 · t · UvF1 )
∩ (F∗ ×F∗ ×F∗)],
with
r(, , , 	, , 
)
= Nk(vK)/k[NK(vF)/K(	¯
vK(

¯
¯ ) · ¯vK( 	¯


¯
) · 
¯vK(
¯
	¯
)
) (modmvK)]deg(vF) ∈ k∗,
	¯, ¯, 
¯ ∈K(vF)∗ being the respective classes of 	,  and 
 in OvF/mvF , and with
s(, , , 	, , 
) = deg(vF) deg(vK)[vK(NK(vF)/K(¯))vK(NK(vF)/K(
¯))
+ vK(NK(vF)/K(	¯))vK(NK(vF)/K(
¯))
+ vK(NK(vF)/K(	¯))vK(NK(vF)/K(¯))
+ vK(NK(vF)/K(
¯)) + vK(NK(vF)/K(	¯))
+ vK(NK(vF)/K(¯))].
Moreover, whenK(vF) =K, since vF(t) = 1 and
U
vtK
1 =
⎧⎨⎩f ∈F∗such that f = 1 + ∑
ih0
bit
iwith vK(b¯h0)1
⎫⎬⎭ ,
one analogously sees that the symbol
(·, ·, ·)zvF,vK,:F∗ ×F∗ ×F∗ → G
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is a continuous map whenF∗ is a topological group with the vtK-topology and that G is
again a topological groupwith the discrete topology. Furthermore, if z ∈F∗ with vF(z)=1,
it follows from the equality vzK = vtK + 	vF that our symbol is also a continuous map
whenF∗ is a topological group with the vzK-topology for a general z ∈F∗ satisfying the
required condition.
Remark 2.18. Assuming again thatK(vF) =K, we can consider inF∗ two structures
of a topological groups:
• the structure of the topological group induced by the valuations vF and vzK (the smallest
topology that contains the vF-topology and the vzK-topology);• the structure determined by the product of the discrete topology on two copies of Z
(corresponding to the choice of two local parameters of the discrete valuation ﬁelds F
andK), of the discrete topology on the group of multiplicative representatives ofF, and
of the trivial topology on the groups of principal units ofF.
Let us consider G as a topological group with the discrete topology. Similar to previous
works by the author [8–10], an interesting issue in this theory is to determine which is the
best topology for studying these symbols and also to offer an answer for the question:
How many continuous Steinberg symbols are in the cohomology class
[{·, ·, ·}zvF,vK,] ∈ H 3(F∗,G)?
In this case we are not sufﬁciently conﬁdent to conjecture that (·, ·, ·)zvF,vK, is the only
continuous Steinberg symbol in the cohomology class referred to.
Since (·, ·, ·)zvF,vK and (·, ·, ·)zvF,vK, are independent of the choice of z, we shall hence-
forth denote these symbols by (·, ·, ·)vF,vK and (·, ·, ·)vF,vK .
Example 1. LetF be a two-dimensional local ﬁeld: that is, a complete discrete valuation
ﬁeld whose residue ﬁeldK is a local ﬁeld. If k is the residue ﬁeld ofK, the respective
tame central extensions induce a symbol
(·, ·, ·)vF,vK :F∗ ×F∗ ×F∗ −→ k∗.
In particular, if we consider F = k((u))((s)), and vF is the valuation induced by the
parameter u,K= k((s)), vK is the valuation induced by the parameter s, z = u, vuK(f )=
vK(
f
uvF(f )
), and f, g, z ∈ k((u))((s))∗, we have that the value of the symbol (f, g, h)vF,vK
is
(−1)vF,vK (f,g,h)
(
f (u, s)vF(g)·vuK(h)−vF(h)·vuK(g)
g(u, s)vF(f )·vuK(h)−vF(h)·vuK(f )
h(u, s)vF(f )·vuK(g)−vF(g)·vuK(f )
)
|u=0 s=0
,
with
vF,vK(f, g, h) = deg(vF) deg(vK)[vF(f )vF(g)vuK(h) + vF(f )vuK(g)vF(h)
+ vF(f )vuK(g)vuK(h) + vuK(f )vF(g)vF(h)
+ vuK(f )vF(g)vuK(h) + vuK(f )vuK(g)vF(h)].
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Example 2. Let C be an irreducible and non-singular algebraic curve on a smooth, proper,
geometrically irreducible surface S over an algebraically closed ﬁeld k. If S is the function
ﬁeld of S, the curve C deﬁnes a discrete valuation vC :∗S → Z, whose residue class ﬁeld
is C (the function ﬁeld of C). Moreover, since C is non-singular, each closed point x ∈ C
deﬁnes another discrete valuation vx :∗C → Z, whose residue class ﬁeld is k. Hence, for
F = S , vF = vC , K = C , vzx(f ) = vx( fzvC(f ) ) (z being an element of S such that
vC(z) = 1), and f, g, z ∈ ∗S , one has that
(f, g, h)vC,vx = (−1)vC ,vx (f,g,h) · {f, g, h}vC,vx ,
where vC,vx (f, g, h) is the integer number referred to in Example 1 (by replacing vF with
vC , and vuK with v
z
x), and
{f, g, h}vC,vx =
(
f vC(g)·vzx(h)−vC(h)·vzx(g)
gvC(f )·vzx(h)−vC(h)·vzx(f )
· hvC(f )·vzx(g)−vC(g)·vzx(f )
)
|C
(x) ∈ k∗.
The symbol (·, ·, ·)vC,vx is the Parshin symbol associated with the sequence of varieties
x ∈ C ⊂ S ([11]).
Example 3. With the hypothesis of Example 2, if the ground ﬁeld k is perfect (instead of
algebraically closed); k(x) is the residue class ﬁeld of a closed point x ∈ C, deg(x) =
dimkk(x), and Nk(x)/k is the norm of the ﬁnite extension k ↪→ k(x), our method gives a
symbol
(f, g, h)vC,vx = (−1)vC ,vx (f,g,h) · {f, g, h}vC,vx ∈ k∗,
where
{f, g, h}vC,vx = Nk(x)/k
⎡⎣(f vC(g)·vzx(h)−vC(h)·vzx(g)
gvC(f )·vzx(h)−vC(h)·vzx(f )
· hvC(f )·vzx(g)−vC(g)·vzx(f )
)
|C
(x)
⎤⎦
and
vC,vx (f, g, h) = deg(x)[vC(f ) · vC(g) · vzx(h) + vC(f ) · vC(h) · vzx(g)
+ vC(g) · vC(h) · vzx(f ) + vC(f ) · vzx(g) · vzx(h)
+ vC(g) · vzx(f ) · vzx(h) + vC(h) · vzx(f ) · vzx(g)]
for all f, g, h ∈ ∗S . Moreover, if k is a ﬁnite ﬁeld that contains the mth roots of unity, with
#k = q, one has the morphism of groups
m: k
∗ −→ m
	 	−→ 	 q−1m ,
which induces a symbol
(f, g, h)
m
vC,vx = (−1)

m
vC,vx
(f,g,h) · {f, g, h}mvC,vx ∈ m,
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{f, g, h}mvC,vx being equal to
Nk(x)/k
⎡⎣(f vC(g)·vzx(h)−vC(h)·vzx(g)
gvC(f )·vzx(h)−vC(h)·vzx(f )
· hvC(f )·vzx(g)−vC(g)·vzx(f )
)
|C
(x)
⎤⎦
q−1
m
and 
mvC,vx (f, g, h) = q−1m vC,vx (f, g, h) for all f, g, h ∈ ∗S .
Example 4. Let us now consider a perfect ﬁeldK, together with a discrete valuation vK,
whose residue class ﬁeld is denoted by k(vK). If C is an irreducible and non-singular curve
overK;K(x) is the residue class ﬁeld of a closed point x ∈ C, and NK(x)/K is the norm
of the ﬁnite extensionK ↪→K(x), setting deg(x)= dimKK(x),F=C , vF = vx , and
f, g, h ∈ ∗C , we obtain the symbol
(f, g, h)vx,vK = (−1)vx ,vK (f,g,h) · {f, g, h}vx,vK ∈ k(vK)∗,
where {f, g, h}vx,vK is equal to⎡⎣NK(x)/K
((
f [vx (g)·vzK(h)−vx (h)·vzK(g)]
g[vx (f )·vzK(h)−vx (h)·vzK(f )]
· h[vx (f )·vzK(g)−vx (g)·vzK(f )]
)
(x)
)deg(x)⎤⎦ (modmvK ),
where z ∈ ∗C with vx(z) = 1, and vx,vK(f, g, h) is the integer number:
vx,vK(f, g, h) = deg(x)[vx(f ) · vx(g) · vzK(h) + vx(f ) · vx(h) · vzK(g)
+ vx(g) · vx(h) · vzK(f ) + vx(f ) · vzK(g) · vzK(h)
+ vx(g) · vzK(f ) · vzK(h) + vx(h) · vzK(f ) · vzK(g)].
Thus, when C is a curve over Q, Q(x) is the residue class ﬁeld of a closed point x ∈ C,
deg(x)=dimQQ(x); NQ(x)/Q is the norm of the ﬁnite extension Q ↪→ Q(x), and vp is the
p-adic valuation on Q, with p a prime number (p = 2), there exists a symbol (·, ·, ·)vx,vp
whose explicit expression is
(f, g, h)vx,vp = (−1)vx ,vp (f,g,h) · {f, g, h}vx,vp ∈ (Z/p)∗,
where {f, g, h}vx,vp is equal to
NQ(x)/Q
⎡⎣((f vx(g)·vzp(h)−vx(h)·vzp(g)
gvx(f )·vzp(h)−vx(h)·vzp(f )
· hvx(f )·vzp(g)−vx(g)·vzp(f )
)
(x)
)deg(x)⎤⎦ (modp)
for all f, g, h ∈ ∗C . Furthermore, if 2 consists of the 2nd roots of unity, from themorphism
of groups
p: (Z/p)
∗ −→ 2
	 	−→ 	 p−12 ,
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we can obtain an induced symbol
{·, ·, ·}pvx,vp :∗C × ∗C × ∗C −→ 2,
with an explicit expression analogous to the symbol (·, ·, ·)mvC,vx referred to in Example 3.
Example 5. Let X be an irreducible and non-singular curve over a perfect ﬁeld k, such that
X is also a perfect ﬁeld. By considering an irreducible and non-singular curve Y˜ over X
and two closed points y˜ ∈ Y˜ , x ∈ X, and putting deg(y˜)=dimXX(y˜), deg(x)=dimkk(x),
F= Y˜ , vF = vy˜ ,K= X, and vK = vx , it follows from the method offered that there
exists a symbol
(·, ·, ·)vy˜ ,vx ∈ Z3(∗˜Y , k∗)
whose explicit expression is
(f, g, h)vy˜ ,vx = (−1)vy˜ ,vx (f,g,h) · {f, g, h}vy˜ ,vz ∈ k∗,
where {f, g, h}vy˜ ,vx is equal to
Nk(x)/k
⎡⎣NX(y˜)/X
(
f [vy˜ (g)·vzx(h)−vy˜ (h)·vzx(g)]
g[vy˜ (f )·vzx(h)−vy˜ (h)·vzx(f )]
· h[vy˜ (f )·vzx(g)−vy˜ (g)·vzx(f )](y˜)
)deg(y˜)
(x)
⎤⎦
and
vy˜ ,vx (f, g, h) = deg(y˜) deg(x)[vy˜(f ) · vy˜(g) · vzx(h) + vy˜(f ) · vy˜(h) · vzx(g)
+ vy˜(g) · vy˜(h) · vzx(f ) + vy˜(f ) · vzx(g) · vzx(h)
+ vy˜(g) · vzx(f ) · vzx(h) + vy˜(h) · vzx(f ) · vzx(g)],
for all f, g, h ∈ ∗˜
Y
.
3. Reciprocity laws
This ﬁnal section is devoted to providing reciprocity laws for the symbols deﬁned above
by using a method similar to Tate’s proof of the Residue Theorem [13].
3.1. Reciprocity law forK= C
Let us now consider an irreducible and non-singular curve C over a perfect ﬁeld k and a
closed point x ∈ C. IfK= C , vK = vx , k(x) is the residue class ﬁeld of a closed point
x ∈ C, deg(x) = dimkk(x), and Nk(x)/k is the norm of the ﬁnite extension k ↪→ k(x), for
a discrete valuation ﬁeldF, such that there exists a tame central extension associated with
(F, vF,K), and for a morphism of commutative groups : k∗ −→ G, we recall from
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Section 2 that the 3-cocycle {·, ·, ·}vF,vx is
{fi0 , fi1 , fi2}vF,vx = 
⎛⎝ ∏
j∈Z/3
[{{fij , z}F˜∗ , {fij+1 , z}F˜∗}KxAx ]
−vF(fij+2 )·deg(vF)
⎞⎠ ∈ G
and the explicit expression of the induced symbol is
(f, g, h)

vF,vx = (h−1)vF,vx (f,g,h) · {f, g, h}vF,vx ∈ G,
where h−1 = (−1), {f, g, h}vF,vx is equal to

(
Nk(x)/k
[(
NK(vF)/K
(
f deg(vF)[vF(g)·vzx(h)−vF(h)·vzx(g)]
gdeg(vF)[vF(f )·vzx(h)−vF(h)·vzx(f )]
· hdeg(vF)[vF(f )·vzx(g)−vF(g)·vzx(f )](modmvF)
))
(x)
])
,
NK(vF)/K being the norm of the ﬁnite extensionK ↪→K(vF), and
vF,vx (f, g, h) = deg(x) deg(vF)[vF(f ) · vF(g) · vzx(h)
+ vF(f ) · vF(h) · vzx(g) + vF(g) · vF(h) · vzx(f )
+ vF(f ) · vzx(g) · vzx(h) + vF(g) · vzx(f ) · vzx(h)
+ vF(h) · vzx(f ) · vzx(g)] for all f, g, h ∈F∗.
We shall recall from [8,9] the properties of the commutator {·, ·}KxAx, of the central extension
of groups
1 → G → ˜∗C
Kx
Ax,
→ ∗C → 1
induced by  on the tame central extension associated with the discrete valuation vx on ∗C .
To simplify we denote this commutator by {·, ·}Ax , and it has the following properties:
(1) Given f, g ∈ ∗C , if we consider the central extension of groups associated with two
closed points x, y ∈ C:
1 → G −→ (˜∗C)Ax⊕Ay −→ ∗C → 1, (3.1)
which is determined by commensurable subspaces to Ax ⊕ Ay in Kx ⊕ Ky , we have
that
{f, g}Ax⊕Ay = (h−1)deg(x) deg(y)[vx(f )vy(g)+vx(g)vy(f )] · {f, g}

Ax
· {f, g}Ay
with h−1 = (−1).
(2) If C is a complete curve and X = {x1, . . . , xk} is a ﬁnite subset of closed points of C
such that it contains all zeros and poles of f, g ∈ ∗C , there exists a central extension of
groups
1 → G −→ (˜∗C)Ax1⊕···⊕Axk −→ 
∗
C → 1, (3.2)
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whose commutator satisﬁes the condition
{f, g}Ax1⊕···⊕Axk =
k∏
i=1
(h−1)deg(xi )vxi (f )vxi (g) · {f, g}Axi .
(3) If C is a complete curve, by using the theory of adeles, and with a similar method to
Tate’s proof of the Residue Theorem, one has that
∏
x∈C
{f, g}Ax = (h−1)
∑
x∈C
deg(x)vx(f )vx(g)
.
Let us now assume thatF is an arbitrary discrete valuation ﬁeld and that there exists a tame
central extension associated with (F, vF,K), such thatK=C with C an irreducible and
non-singular curve over a perfect ﬁeld k. Let us also ﬁx an element z ∈F∗, with vF(z)=1.
Lemma 3.1. For each pair of closed points x, y ∈ C, one has a 3-cocycle
{·, ·, ·}
vF,(˜∗C)

Ax⊕Ay
∈ Z3(F∗,G),
induced by the central extension (3.1) and the tame central extension associated with
(F, vF,K), such that
{f, g, h}
vF,(˜∗C)

Ax⊕Ay
= (h−1)vF,{x,y}(f,g,h) · {f, g, h}vF,vx · {f, g, h}vF,vy ,
with
vF,{x,y}(f, g, h) = deg(x) deg(y) deg(vF)[vF(f )(vzx(g)vzy(h) + vzx(h)vzy(g))
+ vF(g)(vzx(f )vzy(h) + vzx(h)vzy(f )) + vF(h)(vzx(g)vzy(f )
+ vzx(f )vzy(g))]
for all f, g, h ∈F∗.
Proof. Since
{fi0 , fi1 , fi2}vF,(˜∗C)Ax⊕Ay
= 
⎛⎝ ∏
j∈Z/3
[{{fij , z}F˜∗ , {fij+1 , z}F˜∗}

Ax⊕Ay ]
−vF(fij+2 )·deg(vF)
⎞⎠ ,
the statement is a direct consequence of the properties of the commutator {·, ·}Ax . 
Proposition 3.2. Givenf, g, h ∈F∗, if C is a complete curve andX={x1, . . . xk} is a ﬁnite
subset of closed points of C such that it contains all zeros and poles of
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{f, z}
F˜
∗ , {g, z}
F˜
∗ and {h, z}
F˜
∗ , the 3-cocycle
{·, ·, ·}
vF,(˜∗C)

Ax1⊕···⊕Axk
∈ Z3(F∗,G),
induced by the central extension (3.2) and the tame central extension associated with
(F, vF,K), satisﬁes the condition that
{f, g, h}
vF,(˜∗C)

Ax1⊕···⊕Axk
= (h−1)vF,X(f,g,h) ·
k∏
i=1
{f, g, h}vF,vxi ,
with
vF,X(f, g, h) =
∑
xi∈X
deg(xi) deg(vF)[vF(f )vzxi (g)vzxi (h)
+ vF(g)vzxi (f )vzxi (h) + vF(h)vzxi (f )vzxi (g)].
Proof. Using induction over #X and bearing in mind that deg(x)2 ≡ deg(x) mod. 2, the
formula holds by Lemma 3.1 and the property of complete curves∑
p∈C
deg(p)vp() =
∑
p∈X
deg(p)vp() = 0
for all  ∈ ∗C such that X contains all zeros and poles of . 
Theorem 3.3. IfF is an arbitrary discrete valuation ﬁeld and there exists a tame central
extension associated with (F, vF,K) such thatK=C , C being a complete, irreducible
and non-singular curve over a perfect ﬁeld k, and f, g, h ∈ F∗, for each morphism of
commutative groups : k∗ → G, one has that∏
x∈C
{f, g, h}vF,vx = (h−1)vF,C(f,g,h),
with
vF,C(f, g, h) =
∑
x∈C
deg(x) deg(vF)[vF(f )vzx(g)vzx(h)
+ vF(g)vzx(f )vzx(h)] + vF(h)vzx(f )vzx(g)].
Proof. Using the theory of adeles and with a similar method to Tate’s proof of the Residue
Theorem, the statement follows from the characterization of the commutator {·, ·}∏
x∈C Ax
.
This result is a direct consequence of the ﬁniteness of the cohomology groups H 0(C,OC)
and H 1(C,OC). 
Corollary 3.4 (First Reciprocity Law). If F is an arbitrary discrete valuation ﬁeld and
there exists a tame central extension associatedwith (F, vF,K) such thatK=C ,Cbeing
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a complete, irreducible and non-singular curve over a perfect ﬁeld k, and f, g, h ∈ F∗,
for each morphism of commutative groups : k∗ → G one has that
∏
x∈C
(f, g, h)

vF,vx = 1.
Proof. The claim follows immediately from Theorem 3.3 because
vF,C(f, g, h) =
∑
x∈C
vF,vx (f, g, h). 
Remark 3.5. The Parshin Symbol 〈·, ·, ·〉(x,C), associated with a sequence of complete
varieties x ∈ C ⊂ S, is a particular case of our construction (Example 2). Hence the
formula
∏
x∈C
〈f, g, h〉(x,C) = 1 for all f, g, h ∈ ∗S
is a direct consequence of the ﬁniteness of the cohomology groups H 0(C,OC) and
H 1(C,OC) ([10]). We should note that this reciprocity law is already known also in the
case of algebraic varieties over a perfect ﬁeld [6, Chapter 7].
Remark 3.6. With the hypothesis of Example 3, one has a symbol
(·, ·, ·)mvC,vx :∗S × ∗S × ∗S → m,
which satisﬁes the law
∏
x∈C
(f, g, h)
m
vC,vx = 1 for all f, g, h ∈ ∗S .
Remark 3.7. If k is a ﬁeld of characteristic 0, one has that k(t) is a perfect ﬁeld and the
projective line Y˜ = P1k(t) is a curve over k(t) satisfying the conditions of Example 5, X
being the projective line P1k → Spec k. Thus, for each closed point y˜ ∈ P1k(t) and for each
morphism of commutative groups : k∗ → G, one has that
∏
x∈P1k
(f, g, h)

vy˜ ,vx = 1 for all f, g, h ∈ ∗P1k(t) .
Explicitly, if k is an algebraically closed ﬁeld, P1k(t) = k(t)(s); y˜ is a rational point with
y˜ ≡ {s = (t)}, and z = s − (t), for each morphism of commutative groups : k∗ → G
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one has that
∏
∈k

⎡⎣(−1)vy˜ ,vt−(f,g,h)
⎛⎝f (t, s)vy˜ (g)vs−(t)t− (h)−vy˜ (h)vs−(t)t− (g)
g(t, s)
vy˜ (f )v
s−(t)
t− (h)−vy˜ (h)vs−(t)t− (f )
·h(t, s)vy˜ (f )vs−(t)t− (g)−vy˜ (g)vs−(t)t− (f )
)
|s=(t),t=
]
= 
⎡⎢⎣(−1)vy˜ ,v 1t −0(f,g,h)
⎛⎜⎝f ( 1t , s)vy˜ (g)v
s−(t)
1
t −0
(h)−vy˜ (h)vs−(t)1
t −0
(g)
g
( 1
t
, s
)vy˜ (f )vs−(t)1
t −0
(h)−vy˜ (h)vs−(t)1
t −0
(f )
·h
(
1
t
, s
)vy˜ (f )vs−(t)1
t −0
(g)−vy˜ (g)vs−(t)1
t −0
(f )
⎞⎠
|
s=(t), 1t =0
⎤⎥⎥⎦
for all f, g, h ∈ k(t)(s)∗, vy˜ ,vx (f, g, h) being the integer number
vy˜(f )vy˜(g)v
s−(t)
x (h) + vy˜(f )vs−(t)x (g)vy˜(h)
+ vy˜(f )vs−(t)x (g)vs−(t)x (h) + vs−(t)x (f )vy˜(g)vy˜(h)
+ vs−(t)x (f )vy˜(g)vs−(t)x (h) + vs−(t)x (f )vs−(t)x (g)vy˜(h),
with vs−(t)x (f (t, s)) = vx({f (t, s), s − (t)}Ky˜Ay˜ ), for a closed point x ∈ P1k .
3.2. Reciprocity law forF= C
Finally, we formulate the following conjecture:
Conjecture 3.8 (Second Reciprocity Law). Let us assume thatK is an arbitrary discrete
valuation perfect ﬁeld and there exists a tame central extension associated with (K, vK, k).
If C is a complete, irreducible and non-singular curve overK, and f, g, h ∈ ∗C , for each
morphism of commutative groups : k∗ → G one has that∏
x∈C
(f, g, h)

vx,vK = 1.
Remark 3.9. It is clear that proving this conjecture directly implies several new reciprocity
laws on curves. In particular, reciprocity laws for the symbols deﬁned in Example 4 are
deduced immediately from the statement of the conjecture.
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